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Abstract. The population is aging fast and with aging come cognitive impair-
ments that often require costly facility care. This paper proposes Smart Glasses 
that can help alleviate these impairments at their early stages and thus allow se-
nior citizens stay away from facility care longer. The Smart Glasses produce 
exogenous cues to attract user attention. Four usability experiments are de-
scribed to evaluate the utility of the cues and other usability factors of the pro-
posed system. We expect the results will give us valuable information on how 
to improve the design of the system based on senior citizens' needs. 
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1 Introduction 

Ferri et al. estimated that 24.3 million people suffered from dementia in the year 2005 
and 4.6 million people are added to this number every year. It is predicted that num-
ber of people suffering from dementia will be about 81.1 in the year 2040. Unobserv-
able cases of dementia should also be added to the estimation. [4]   

Abovementioned statistics and estimations have led numerous researchers develop-
ing tools and systems to support health care of senior citizen in their home. This con-
cept is known as aging-in-place. Supporting senior citizens' independent daily life and 
monitoring health, safety, physical and cognitive functionalities are the main purposes 
to develop new tools and systems. [2] 

Common problems for the senior citizens are memory related issues, and range 
from simple age-related problems to Alzheimer’s Disease. A collaborative study in 
Nordic countries [5] was conducted on individuals with dementia and the goal was to 
find out what kinds of aid devices are used for assistance, how suitable they were for 
the users, and to gather improvement feedback for the aid device researchers [8]. 
Conclusions indicated that introducing aid devices for the caretakers and people  
suffering from dementia has improved management of daily activities; it helped care-
takers and patients to maintain skills and made people socially more active. Prior 
researches have also suggested that navigation technology has the potential to provide 
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important support for the elderly by similarly motivating and empowering them to 
perform their daily activities. [7] 

The ability to achieve and maintain focus of cognitive activity on a given task is a 
fundamental component of the cognitive capacities of humans. Researches on visual 
capabilities of the elderly have concluded that aging itself brings along decline in both 
cognitive abilities and the capabilities of the visual system, added with constraints 
brought by dementia. [9], [12] 

Research on attentional capacity of the elderly [1] suggests that both normal aging 
and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) impair people's performance in reaction tests but con-
tinue to conclude that people in the earlier phases of AD were not significantly more 
impaired by the increase in difficulty of a given task than the normal elderly. AD 
patients may have more problems in filtering interference from similar background 
material. The paper concludes there was no apparent decline in the capacity to divide 
attention with age, whereas there was a clear impairment in the dual-task performance 
of AD patients. 

Visual performance of humans depends on both operational variables and physical 
variables. The operational variables include age, visual capabilities (contrast and light 
sensitivity, color and depth perception) and the characteristics of the task. The physi-
cal variables consist of lighting conditions, disability or discomfort glare, and colors 
in the vicinity, among others. In addition, several cognitive processes affect how in-
formation is filtered for processing through the general physical features. Attention 
has been described as limited by the mental effort available, and the limited cognitive 
capacity of attention can be actively spread over several cognitive demands at a time. 
How much attentional capacity and finite processing resources are allocated and 
needed for each task is determined by a combination of factors. [9] 

There is also evidence that endogenous and exogenous cues have separate and ad-
ditive effects. Endogenous cues allow the participant direct their attention to the indi-
cated location at will, which also implies the symbology of the cues must be unders-
tood and their meaning remembered throughout the task. Exogenous cues, such as a 
flash of light, attract attention automatically. Such a cue is still effective even if the 
participant’s cognitive resources are occupied elsewhere. [13]  

We have founded our approach for the Smart Glasses on the premises set by the re-
ferenced literature. Section 2 describes the system setup, section 3 explains the test 
setup and the usability tests we have planned, and Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Smart Glasses System 

The first version of Smart Glasses prototype contains 12 red LEDs and 12 green LEDs 
as presented in Figure 1, and the second prototype version contains 6 red LEDs and  
6 green LEDs as presented in Figure 2. The LEDs are positioned on the frames of  
Smart Glasses and are controlled by TLC5940 drivers. The drivers are connected to a 
micro-controller (low-power ATMega168V) via serial communication bus. The com-
mands for different LED patterns are received through the wireless communication 
module. A Li-ion battery supplies power for the micro-controller. The micro-controller 
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• Satisfaction means how much user is enjoying doing tasks. 
• Error frequency and severity means how often user makes errors and how serious 

are the errors. 
• Learnability means how much user could learn to use the application after doing 

the first task. 
• Memorability means how much user could remember from one task during next 

tasks. 

Separate tasks could be designed to evaluate different usability factors. [6], [11] 

3.1 Test Setting 

Subjects in all the experiments will be senior citizens suffering from dementia, and 
people suffering from other illnesses like color-blindness, tinnitus or Parkinson's Dis-
ease potentially affecting their performance in the tests will be excluded. The mini-
mum number of participants in each experiment will be four. An observer 
representing the medical center will be present in all the experiments. 

In order to evaluate satisfaction properly, the observer will be advised to encourage 
participants to think aloud during the experiment and give feedback to observer at the 
end of each experiment. Qualitative questionnaires will be presented after each expe-
riment to collect participants' satisfaction and preferences. 

One video camera will be used to record participants' actions and another video 
camera will be used to record their eye movements during the tests. The recordings 
will be synchronized and time-stamped, which will help to investigate the sequence of 
events properly. 

Different kinds of test applications on an Android tablet will be used to record the 
results and log other necessary information on the experiments. These tools accompa-
nied with the qualitative questionnaires will help us to investigate effectiveness, effi-
cacy, satisfaction and learnability of the system. 

3.2 Test Scenarios 

We have defined four usability tests to evaluate usability factors of Smart Glasses 
system. The foremost purpose will be to establish the feasibility of the designed Smart 
Glasses for the indoor and outdoor navigation scenarios. The second objective will be 
to measure usability factors that can have either strengthening or weakening effect on 
the design. Salient factors are effectiveness, efficacy, satisfaction and learnability of 
the system. 

The first test will focus on finding the best way the system can attract participant's 
attention. In the second test we will be asking the participants' opinion of the best 
pattern for indicating all possible directions. The third test will tell us how well the 
navigation instructions given by the Smart Glasses can be followed by the participant 
by moving their finger on a tablet PC to the direction indicated. Finally, the fourth set 
of tests will be first conducted in open space indoors where the participant is walking 
through a predefined route with the help of the Smart Glasses. This test will also be 
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repeated in open space outdoors to capture how the changes in ambient light and 
sounds will affect the usability of the Smart Glasses.  

The first test is designed to identify how accurately senior citizens can recognize 
precisely which LED on Smart Glasses is lit or blinking. At the same time, this test 
aims to identify how accurately senior citizens can recognize the general direction in 
which the LED on Smart Glasses is lit or blinking. The directions are defined as light-
ing up a single LED or a combination of LEDs depending on the Smart Glasses proto-
type version. A test application for the tablet PC will be developed to store partici-
pants' responses. Participants will be divided into two groups, one having the proto-
type version with six LEDs per lens and the other having three LEDs per lens. A 
number of sequences for lighting up the LEDs will be defined beforehand and the 
sequences are used in tests randomly in order to avoid any learning effect from one 
test to another. By comparing the results obtained from tests with different LED con-
figurations we hope to be able to define the specific number and configuration of 
LEDs per lens that yields the best results. After identifying the most suitable pattern 
of LEDs per lens on the Smart Glasses, two further experiments will be conducted. 

In the second test, we will present the participants with all feasible LED combina-
tions for a given direction. We will then ask their opinion on which particular pattern 
they would associate the best with the specific direction in question. 

The third test will incorporate a Bluetooth headset to accompany the Smart 
Glasses. In addition, a tablet PC with a stylus and two cameras will be utilized. An 
application running on the tablet PC will communicate with the Smart Glasses and 
headset via Bluetooth. The application user interface is designed as a grid layout with 
invisible lines and it will include a specific number of cells. The operator selects a 
route from predefined set of routes to follow. A route is a set of adjacent cells (Figure 
3), having a starting point and an endpoint. When participant moves the pen on the 
screen from a cell to another cell, the application recognizes if the pen is moving 
along the route or not. The application calculates the next movement direction based 
on the current position of the pen and its relation to the next cell in the route. After a 
specific time delay, a new direction indication is sent to Smart Glasses and headset.  
If participant makes an error and moves the pen to a cell outside the route, the appli-
cation will provide a direction indication towards the nearest cell in the route. The 
application will guide the participant periodically to reduce the amount of errors dur-
ing the usability testing. To evaluate intuitiveness and learnability of the system, this 
test will be conducted in three different variations. The guidance can be audio only, 
LEDs and audio or LEDs only. By evaluating the results, we will also be able to de-
termine whether the modalities support or hinder each other with participants being 
cognitively impaired. 

The fourth and last test is a navigation experiment to guide the users through a spe-
cific route in both an indoor and an outdoor environment. The routes will be prede-
fined and contain a fixed number of turns to each direction and predetermined length. 
Participants will be randomly assigned a route from the set. These navigation tests 
will not only evaluate usability of the system under more realistic conditions, but also 
evaluate the influence of ambient light on visibility of the LEDs and the effect of 
ambient sounds from the environment to the audio-cues. 
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